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DON'T BE A MULE

Criminals use money laundering techniques to conceal the identity, source, and destination of illicitly
obtained money. To do this, they rely on often unsuspecting money mules to transfer proceeds from their
crimes without being detected by law enforcement. Money mules are individuals who transfer illegally
obtained money on behalf of others using bank accounts, wire transfers, money orders, or checks.

BEFORE
UNDERSTAND
AN INCIDENT

A. Establish liaison and partnerships

AREB.YOU
A MONEY
MULE?
Study
the legal framework

C. toUnderstand
legal
responsibilities
Criminals create elaborate stories
assume false
identities.
Whether pretending to be
entrepreneurs or bachelors looking
for
romance,
their
end
game
D. Maintain cyber awareness is to gain the trust of
unsuspecting individuals and use them as money mules. There are a few things you should know
about common methods used by criminals to recruit money mules.
Employment

PREPARE

You receive an offer to make money quickly and with little effort.
E. Determine vulnerabilities
You are asked to create a company
a business
account.
F. and
Prioritize
and bank
institute
cybersecurity measures
Your duties are limited to openingG.accounts,
and
receiving
and
sending money.
Monitor the network
The employment offer and other communications
are poorly
writtentraining
and include spelling
H. Develop policies
and conduct
mistakes and grammatical errors.
I. Develop a communication strategy
 The employer does not want to provide
you withretaining
a copy oflegal
a business
J. Consider
servicespermit upon request.





Romance

K. Consider retaining incident response (IR) services
L. Prepare for evidence preservation
 You meet an individual on an online dating or social media platform.
M. Create an IR Plan

 Your romantic partner claims to be stationed overseas as a member of the U.S. military, reside
in another state, or live abroad due to personal reasons or visa issues.
 Your romantic partner claims to be unable to open a bank account and asks to use yours to
transfer money.
EXECUTE
AN INCIDENT
 You buy a plane ticket for your romantic partner to visit you, but he or she doesn’t arrive
Assess
the incident
because immigration or personalN.
issues
prevent
him or her from traveling.
O.
Implement
measures
 Your romantic partner urgently needs to transfer protective
money because
of an unexpected emergency.
P. Document
the response
 Your romantic partner’s friend contacts
you on behalf
of your romantic partner to ask for
Preserve evidence
money because of an unexpectedQ.
emergency.

DURING

R. Contact law enforcement
How to Protect Yourself from Becoming a Money Mule
S. Contact regulators





Never share your bank account or other personally identifiable information (PII) with others.
Never open a joint account with anyone other than close family.
Never respond to an offer to earn quick and easy money.
INCIDENT
DEBRIEF
Never agree toAN
receive
and send
money on behalf of others.

AFTER

T. Continue monitoring
MONEY LAUNDERINGU.
IS ANotify
CRIME,other
AND SO
IS BEING A MONEY MULE
organizations
Conduct
a post-incident
review
If you suspect you were approached toV.become
a money
mule, or you
have unknowingly become a
money mule, contactW.
lawAdjust
enforcement
to report your suspicions.
the IR Plan
It is never too late to stop helping criminals hide proceeds from their crimes!
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